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SCENE 1: (Dark Room)



A lot of blank faced wooden mannequins stand like an army in a dark 
room. Slowly, a slender, black nailed hand reaches down and grabs a 
boy-like mannequin.

Sinister Voice:
“Some say when they die their souls are brought to a place that is 
Heaven and Hell combined.”

Holding a thin paint brush, the black nailed hand is painting the face 
– the eyes and the mouth – the face of a boy.

Sinister Voice:
“A place that’s similar to Earth where they think that when they die, 
their souls go elsewhere.”

The black nailed hand paints dark blonde hair on the mannequin as 
well as shorts and dark blue boots. On his zipper shirt on the right 
hand side, the hand paints a fire design.

Sinister Voice:
“This is Hextel!”

SCENE 2: (Dark Room Gate)

A boy named Ruben Tuski wakes up in a dark room and sees a big 
open door saturated in light. Looking back, is the slender black nailed 
hand painting another face on a mannequin. Suddenly, red eyes stare 
back at Ruben and he gets scared. He runs as fast as he can to the big 
door and makes it safely outside. But something or someone sees 
Ruben running…this shadowy figure grins its sharp tooth grin.

SCENE 3: (Dark Forest)
Ruben keeps running until he stops and kneels down. With a sadness 



on his face, Ruben looks down upon his mannequin hands! He then 
looks forward to the forest path. 

Ruben Tuski:
“So this…this is the place where souls go!”

Getting a flashback of when he was still alive, Ruben remembers the 
nuke bombs which fell in his home city – his only memory! Suddenly, 
he hears a twig snap, then steps. Ruben looks around and back at the 
path he just took. He starts to walk through the forest but he can still 
hear footsteps, louder and louder. Someone is following him.

Voice Sound Effect:
 “Rraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!” 

Ruben dodges a punch and the punch hits the brick road. Ruben looks 
back and sees a giant four-armed monster with a weird looking face 
and bloodstained bandages wrapped around its belly. This is Beauty 
Face Freak!

 Ruben Tuski:
“WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU?”

Beauty Face Freak:
“You’re the one to talk…you think I’m ugly?!”
Ruben stares up at his face.

Ruben Tuski:
“Well…you have a wide eye on your left side and a normal eye on the 
right so I’m guessing you are missing your left eye and replaced it 
with…that!”

Beauty Face Freak:
“Are you… are you making fun of me?”

Ruben Tuski:
“I’m not making fun of you…it’s just that…”

Beauty Face Freak:
“LIAR! The sorcerer made my face pretty and gave me extra arms 



AND operated on my belly so it doesn’t hurt anymore!” 

Ruben Tuski:
“Wait! Did you say that a sorcerer did this to you?”

Beauty Face Freak:
“Let’s just say he was inspired by the Devil!”

Ruben Tuski:
“The Devil?”

Beauty Face Freak:
“And you… you will meet him! Let’s see how you like it when they 
make an ugly face of you!” 

Beauty Face Freak suddenly launches himself at Ruben. Ruben 
scrambles out of his grip losing his shirt as he frees himself. Beauty 
Face Freak freezes and stops in his tracks, his mad eyes fixed upon 
Ruben’s arm.

Ruben Tuski:
“You stopped!!!!”

Beauty Face Freak:
“That mark on your arm!”

Ruben looks down at his left arm and stares at the Japanese skeleton 
dragon which he remembers as his birthmark when he was still 
human. He turns to the Freak.

Ruben Tuski:
“This? But this is just my birthmark.”

Beauty Face Freak:
“That is the mark of the Creatures! But you are not like them!”

Ruben Tuski:



“What do you mean? What are you talking about?”

Beauty Face Freak:
“WHAT ARE YOU?!”

Ruben Tuski:
“I’m… I’m just a human…well I mean… I used to be!”

Beauty Face Freak:
“Is your father the Creature?”

Ruben Tuski:
“I don’t have a father!”

Beauty Face Freak:
“DON’T LIE TO ME!”

Ruben Tuski:
“I’m serious… really…I don’t know my father…I never even met 
him.”

Beauty Face Freak:
“What about a mother?”

Ruben Tuski:
“Died when I was seven. Is she here too?”

Beauty Face Freak:
“Well … yes, her soul is here … but she might not see you when 
you’re a freak like me.”

                    Ruben Tuski:
“What? What the Hell!”

Whilst Ruben is still grappling with all this madness, a guy enters the 
scene. A cool dude who stands in front of Ruben.



           Ruben Tuski:
“Who the Hell are you?”

            Jamie Rex:
“The name’s Jamie. Jamie Rex. What’s yours?”

Ruben Tuski:
“I’m Ruben Tuski.”

Jamie Rex spots the birthmark on Ruben’s left arm, surprised that 
Ruben is displaying it so openly. The Freak watches on, agitated and 
aggressive, he moves closer and roars at him. 

Jamie Rex:
“Hurry! Get to the bridge before it’s too late!”

Ruben Tuski:
“What about you?”

         Jamie Rex:
“I’ll take care of the Freak. Hurry!”

The Freak is even more enraged by Jamie’s words but Ruben doesn’t 
hang around. He runs for the bridge.

Jamie Rex:
“So it’s you and me now, Freak!”

Beauty Face Freak:
“YOU’VE ASKED FOR IT YOU SON OF A BITCH!!!”

The Freak charges at Jamie and goes in for a sucker punch. Jamie 
dodges backwards leaving the Freak punching the ground. Jamie runs 
towards him doing a kick spin as he goes. He knocks Face Freak to 
the ground but the Freak gets back up and standing straight, punches 
Jamie with all four of his arms. Jamie manages to dodge all of them 



and then runs circles around Face Freak delivering a karate kick 
right in the Freaks bandaged belly. 

   Beauty Face Freak: 
"Arghhhhhhh! That hurts...it's still sore." 
                                             
                                            Jamie Rex: 
"That's life!" 
 
 The Freak gets angry and lunges crazily at Jamie. Jamie aims a 
super power punch right in his bandaged belly, knocking him to the 
floor. 
 

Beauty Face Freak: 
"Impossible! How did...how'd you know how to do that?" 
 

Jamie Rex: 
"Well you know Freak... no pain, no gain!" 
 

Beauty Face Freak: 
"The sorcerer! The sorcerer will kill you all … and make you … like 
what happened to me!" 
 
Then the Freak's head drops and he slumps to the ground, dead! 
Jamie Rex looks at him for a bit then turns to the direction where 
Ruben had gone. 
 

      Jamie Rex: 
(Scoffing) "That fuck face monster had no chance with me! Let's see 
if this boy Ruben made it out of here alive." 
 
Jamie runs to see if he can see Ruben. 
 

Jamie Rex: 
"Let's hope the bridge didn't disappear." 
 



SCENE 4: (The River Edge) 
Ruben is almost at the river but as he approaches he notices that there 
is no bridge – just the river. 
 

Ruben Tuski: 
"The bridge ain't there... he lied to me." 
 
Just then, Ruben sees something coming towards him. A big boat that 
stops at the water’s edge. The boat bridge lowers down to the bank 
and Ruben, fearful, hides in the bushes. He sees something leaving the 
boat... another wooden mannequin-person walking down the bridge 
and holding a lantern. Then more and more mannequin-people 
following.

Soldier 1:
“Enjoy your stay.”

Soldier 2:
“Boy…they’re really gonna like it here.”

Soldier 1:
“Of course! After all, this is Hextel – the place where the souls really 
go.”

Soldier 2:
“Hextel?”

Soldier 1:
“Shh! Did you hear something?”

Soldier 2:
“Hold on a minute.”

Soldier 1:
“What?”

The soldier looks into the forest and smells the air.



Soldier 2: 
“I smell a new soul!”

Soldier 1:
“Where?”

Ruben is getting scared that they know where he is. Then the soldier 
sniffs again in Ruben’s direction. 

        Soldier 2:
“Over there in the bushes!”

Ruben makes a run for it.

Soldier 2: 
“Stop him!”

SCENE 5: (Dark Woods)

The soldiers run after Ruben. He runs as fast as he can before turning 
around to see two lanterns, held tightly in the clasp of two soldiers. 
He runs faster still, daring to look behind once again. He sees 
another lantern but this time held by two sexy boob bandits walking 
with weapons.

 Female Bandit 1:
“If there’s a new soul here, we can just rape him.”

Female Bandit 2:
“That’s the whole point girl! When we find that new soul we’re gonna 
do just that!”

The soldiers move in through the dark trees towards Ruben. On the 
other side of the woods, the bandits make their way in. Ruben makes 



his escape to the east of the woods. Suddenly, the soldiers and the 
bandits come face to face. 

      Soldier 2:
“What the Hell are you doing here!?”

     Female bandit 2:
“Finding that new soul that killed Beauty Face Freak!”

    Female Bandit 1:
“And we’re gonna rape him! Hahehahhe!”

   Soldier 1:
“No! We’re gonna bring him to Master Rosion. THEN you can rape 
him.”

Female Bandit 2:
“Fuck you! We’ll rape him first and then bring him to Master 
Rosion!”

Soldier 1:
“Over our dead bodies!”

The soldier sniffs the air and realises he’s lost the scent.

Soldier 2:
“I lost him!”

Soldier 1:
“What?!”

Soldier 2:
“I lost the scent! That means we can’t find where he went.”



Female Bandit 2:
“Oh nice one you cocksuckers!”

Soldier 1:
“Oh fuck off you bitches!”

Female Bandit 2:
“Fine! Come on girlfriend. Let’s ditch these guys.”

Female Bandit 1:
“Okay.”

                                       Soldier 1:
“Come on man – let’s go.”
Both soldiers and bandits went their separate ways. 

Soldier 2:
“Master Rosion is not going to like this.”

Soldier 1:
“Shut up motherfucker!”

Ruben runs as fast he can to escape the bandits and soldiers. He trips 
over a log and lands on the grass. Then he hears footsteps coming for 
him and thinks this is it for him!



     


